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Summary 

GGAT Projects were commissioned by Natural Resources Wales to undertake an 

archaeological watching brief during the groundworks at Cwm Clydach Dam in line 

with the recommendation of the Written Scheme of Investigation (WSI). The watching 

brief comprised monitoring of hand excavated pits at the top of the dam, machine 

excavated trenches investigating foundations of the dam and inspection of the cores 

removed from the dam structure (GM395, LB 82081 and LB 82338, NPRN 33643, PRN 

01017w). 

 

The watching brief confirmed the core of the dam is made of a simple embankment of 

compacted layers of clay, which vary in thickness as well as in composition, some clays 

being more gravelly, others sandy. The embankment is supported on either side by a 

masonry facing wall that is thicker on the downstream side and which had been 

repaired or subject to alteration on a number of occasions. The majority of core layers 

within the dam contained frequent coal fragments (encountered up to 10m depth) and 

slag fragments (encountered up to 9.3m depth). The fill of the dam below the road 

surface comprised of two distinct layers of industrial wastes, one of which, a bright red 

deposit, was formed by residues derived from burning coal, possibly within a steam 

engine. Pits excavated to the south of the dam revealed demolition rubble which may 

date to November the 19th 1929 when a catastrophic flood burst the dam.   
 

Majority of artefacts recorded on the site were of late Post-medieval date and were 

discovered in layers of industrial debris forming the upper portion of the dam. These 

layers as well as deposits forming fill of the dam can be associated with metal 

production with use of coal. As coal was not widely available to the Neath Abbey 

Ironworks until a lease of mineral rights dated 1806, the material forming that part of 

the dam is likely to post-date the lease. Although the Listing Description for the dam 

suggests it was built as a renewal of an earlier structure, no evidence was noted to 

suggest the existence of an earlier dam either beneath the present structure or in the 

immediate vicinity.  

The archaeological works were carried out to the professional standards laid down by 

the Chartered Institute for Archaeologists’ Standard and Guidance for Archaeological 

Watching Briefs (2014). 
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Crynodeb  

Comisiynwyd Prosiectau GGAT gan Cyfoeth Naturiol Cymru i ymgymryd â brîff 

gwylio archaeolegol yn ystod y gwaith paratoi'r pridd yn Argae Cwm Clydach yn unol 

ag argymhelliad y Cynllun Ymchwilio Ysgrifenedig (WSI). Roedd y brîff gwylio yn 

cynnwys monitro pyllau a gloddiwyd â llaw ar ben yr argae, ffosydd wedi'u cloddio â 

pheiriant, ymchwilio i sylfeini'r argae ac archwilio'r creiddiau a dynnwyd o strwythur 

yr argae (GM395, LB 82081 a LB 82338, NPRN 33643, PRN 01017w). 

Cadarnhaodd y briff gwylio fod craidd yr argae wedi'i wneud o arglawdd syml o 

haenau cywasgedig o glai, sy'n amrywio o ran trwch yn ogystal ag o ran cyfansoddiad, 

gyda rhannau o'r clai yn fwy graeanog, eraill yn dywodlyd. Cefnogir yr arglawdd ar y 

naill ochr a'r llall gan arwyneb gwaith maen sy'n fwy trwchus ar yr ochr i lawr yr afon, 

ac a oedd wedi'i atgyweirio neu wedi'i altro ar sawl achlysur. Roedd mwyafrif yr 

haenau craidd yn yr argae yn cynnwys llawer o ddarnau glo (y daethpwyd ar eu traws 

hyd at ddyfnder o 10m) a darnau slag (y daethpwyd ar eu traws hyd at ddyfnder o 

9.3m). Roedd llenwad yr argae o dan wyneb y ffordd yn cynnwys dwy haen benodol o 

wastraff diwydiannol, ac roedd un ohonynt, dyddodyn coch llachar, wedi'i ffurfio gan 

weddillion yn deillio o losgi glo, o bosibl mewn injan stêm. Datgelodd y pyllau a 

gloddiwyd i'r de o'r argae rwbel dymchwel a allai ddyddio i Dachwedd 19 1929 pan 

ffrwydrodd llifogydd trychinebus yr argae. 

Roedd mwyafrif yr arteffactau a gofnodwyd ar y safle yn dyddio o ddiwedd y cyfnod 

Ôl-ganoloesol, a chawsant eu darganfod mewn haenau o falurion diwydiannol sy'n 

ffurfio rhan uchaf yr argae. Efallai fod yr haenau hyn a'r dyddodion sy'n ffurfio llenwad 

yr argae yn gysylltiedig â gwaith cynhyrchu metel a defnyddio glo. Gan nad oedd glo 

ar gael yn eang i Waith Haearn Mynachlog Nedd nes prydles o hawliau mwynau 

dyddiedig 1806, mae'r deunydd sy'n ffurfio'r rhan honno o'r argae yn debygol o ôl-

ddyddio'r brydles. Er bod y Disgrifiad Rhestru ar gyfer yr argae yn awgrymu iddo gael 

ei adeiladu fel adnewyddiad i strwythur cynharach, ni nodwyd unrhyw dystiolaeth i 

awgrymu bodolaeth argae cynharach naill ai o dan y strwythur presennol neu yn y 

cyffiniau. 

Gwnaed y gwaith archaeolegol yn unol â'r safonau proffesiynol a bennir yn Safon a 

Chanllawiau Sefydliad Siartredig yr Archaeolegwyr ar gyfer Briffiau Gwylio 

Archaeolegol (2014). 
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1 Introduction 
 

1.1 Development proposal and planning background 

Cwm Clydach Dam and reservoir are situated within the county borough of Neath and 

Port Talbot at SS 73923 98764. The dam is registered under the Reservoirs Act 1975. 

Natural Resources Wales is using emergency powers under the Act to progress with 

repair works, to ensure that the structure is safe, to reduce the risk of flooding and 

reservoir failure, and to ensure compliance with the Act. 
 

The dam is a Grade II listed structure and a Scheduled Monument (Neath Abbey 

Ironworks Dam GM395 and Listed Building (82081 and 82338). Consultation has been 

ongoing with Cadw as the design for the repair works progresses.  
 

The site investigation is being undertaken under a Scheduled Monument Consent to 

determine the structure of the dam, and part of the consent requires that an 

archaeologist examine the core samples in order to assess for any information that aids 

to the archaeological understanding of the monument.   
 

GGAT Projects have been commissioned by Natural Resources Wales to undertake an 

archaeological watching brief during the groundworks at Cwm Clydach Dam in line 

with the recommendation of the Written Scheme of Investigation (WSI) (Lewis-Jones 

2020) prepared in advance of the scheme. The watching brief comprised monitoring of 

hand excavated pits at the top of the dam, machine excavated trenches investigating 

foundations of the dam and inspection of the cores removed from the dam structure 

(GM395, LB 82081 and LB 82338, NPRN 33643, PRN 01017w). The results of the 

archaeological watching brief form the basis of the current report. The archaeological 

work was carried out to the professional standards laid down in the Chartered Institute 

for Archaeologists’ Standard and Guidance for Archaeological Watching Brief (2014). 
 

1.2 Site description 

The dam is located to the south of the Cwm-Clydach Pond area, nestled between the 

Glynfelin Farm, and Taillwyd Road, to the west of Bryn Coch, Neath SS 73923 98764 

(Figure 1). The dam is a Grade II listed structure and a Scheduled Monument (Neath 

Abbey Ironworks Dam GM395 and Listed Building (82081 and 82338). 
 

The monument is a masonry wall of Pennant stone oriented west to east across the 

River Clydach to contain water in the Cwm Clydach Pond for the purposes of Neath 

Abbey Ironworks (GM389) to the south. The dam consists of an approximately 11m 

high wall of Pennant sandstone with a battered lower face. West end of the structure 

has three buttresses extending almost to the full height of the dam between twin outlets 

from vertical cast-iron tubes, one with cast-iron paddle gearing on the northern side. 

Four rectangular overflow openings above, with cast-iron stop-plank supports, released 

a flow of water regulated by the machinery still surviving on the north, slighter, side of 

the dam (Cadw Listed full building report ref no. 82081 and 82338). The east end 

comprises rubble stone walls with a parapet. A large part of the parapet has been 

replaced, and the modern railing had been fitted. The dam carries minor roadway. The 

reservoir to the north is heavily silted and overgrown almost to road level (Cadw Listed 

full building report ref no. 82081 and 82338) (Plate 1 and 2).  
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Plate 1. Cwm-Clydach Dam. View to the west-northwest. 

 

Plate 2. Cwm-Clydach Dam. View to the east. 

 

The bedrock geology of the area consists of the Grovesend Bedrock Formation 

(sedimentary bedrock), consisting of Mudstone, Siltstone and Sandstone, overlain by 

the superficial deposits of Till Devensian – Diamicton, consisting of a mixture of clay, 

sand, gravel, and boulders varying widely in size and shape (British Geological Survey 

2020).  
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Figure 1. Map showing location of the site with monument area marked red and site investigation plan prepared by WYG Group Ltd.
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1.3 Historical and archaeological background 

A search of Historic Environment Records (Enquiry Number 6336) revealed 34 sites 

of historic interest within 1km radius from the dam centred at NGR SS 73923 98764. 

Most of them are of Post-medieval date and are associated with Dyffryn House. 

 

Prehistoric (pre-AD 43) 

 

There are no records of prehistoric activity in the immediate vicinity of the dam. The 

nearest Bronze Age period monument of Carreg Bica, also known as Maen Bredwan 

(GM382, 00581w), is situated approximately 1.6km to the northwest. It is a large 

standing stone consisting of a trapezoidal block of sandstone, which is accompanied 

by a roughly oval low mound strewn (00582w).  
 

Roman (AD 43 - AD 410) 
 

The western bank of the river Neath was the location of the Roman auxiliary fort known 

as Nidum (GM215, 00620w), sited approximately 1.2km to the southeast of the dam. 

The fort was discovered in 1949 during construction works on a housing estate to the 

south of Neath Abbey Road. It was initially constructed as part of the invasion of Wales 

in the mid-70s AD before being re-build on a smaller scale in stone around 122 AD 

(Tuck 2019). No evidence has so far been discovered for the extent of mineral 

exploitation by the Romans in the Neath area. 
 

Early Medieval (AD 410 - 1066) and Medieval (1066 - 1485) 
 

What happened when the Roman army departed from Britain is uncertain. The 

medieval town developed on the opposite, eastern bank of River Neath, while 

approximately 1.2km to the south of the dam, Neath Abbey was established (GM006, 

PRN 00585w). It was a Cistercian monastery founded by Robert Fitz Hamon between 

1129-30. The monastic remains mainly date from the early 13th to the middle 14th-

century, with various phases of re-building evident prior to the dissolution of the 

monasteries in 1539. It is believed that the monks worked both as colliers and as 

ironmasters (Wilkins 1903:360).  
 

Post-medieval (1485 - 1901) and modern (1901 - present) 

 

After the short episode of ironmaking by monks, there appears not to have been a 

revival of iron or other metal production until the town rapidly expanded during the 

industrial revolution. It was the low price of coal and the ready access to a navigable 

river for transport which led to the selection of Neath as a site of facilities for the 

smelting of copper and lead ore, and for extracting of silver out of lead.  

 

However, there had been a general trend towards industrialisation from the 17th century 

onward. Iron smelting and non-ferrous metal works were built on the abbey grounds 

using locally mined coal. In 1684 Ulrich Frosse was reported to have established the 

first furnace at Neath (copper smelting) (Wilkins 1903:364). Later, Sir Humphrey 

Mackworth known as a pioneer of coal and copper industries, built his metal works in 

the town (Wilkins 1903:364).  
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Other known industries within the vicinity include a copperworks (00597w), tinplate 

works (08975w, part of Neath Abbey Ironworks), ironworks (Bryncoch Blast Furnace 

01206w and Old Furnace Bryncoch 02624w - possibly a conflation with the Bryncoch 

Blast Furnace). Also present are Neath Abbey Ironworks (see site specific 

background), several coal pits (07740w, 07742w, 00596w), and lime kilns (07743w). 
 

During the 20th-century, most industries gradually fell into decline following the advent 

of cheaper coal and non-ferrous metals from overseas (Hughes 2000). However, 

steelworks in nearby Port Talbot remains a significant centre of the heavy industry 

within South Wales. 

 

1.4 Site specific background 

The Cadw Listed Building report describes the dam as a ‘high wall of Pennant 

sandstone with battered lower face. W end has buttresses between twin outlets from 

vertical cast-iron tubes, one with cast-iron paddle gearing on N side. Four overflow 

outlets above, all with cast-iron stop-plank supports. Dam carries minor roadway with, 

from E, rubble stone walls, C20 railings, C20 rubble stone walls and then concreted 

walls on W end. The reservoir is heavily silted almost to road level’ (Cadw Listed 

Building full report ref no. 82081 and 82338). 

 

The dam was built in 1840, supposedly to renew an earlier structure (Cadw Listed full 

building report ref no. 82081 and 82338). It was used to regulate the flow of water to 

Neath Abbey Ironworks some 1 km downstream, as waterpower was widely used in 

the works. In 1840 the Neath Abbey Iron Company had two rolling mills, and a boring 

mill powered by waterwheels and the dam would have been key to their operation.  

 

Neath Abbey Ironworks was established in the late eighteenth century (Lloyd 1993). 

The site was leased in 1792 to the Cornish Quaker family Fox. The names of Peter 

Price, Samuel Tregelles and John Gould are also associated with the ironworks in 

subsequent years (Rees 1969). Fox family of Falmouth took over ‘an ancient industrial 

site of Neath Abbey and constructed two furnaces on the property’ (Ince 1993:91).  

 

The establishment of Neath Abbey Ironworks was not big. ‘There were two blast 

furnaces for making iron from the ore, an iron foundry for casting the various parts of 

engine and millwork, and as engine manufactory’ (Wilkins 1903:368). Works were 

compact rather than extensive, and the staff were skilful rather than numerous. 

Compared to the Merthyr concerns at Cyfarthfa, and Dowlas which hired thousands of 

workers, the Neath Abbey Ironworks employed only 400 (Wilkins 1903:368).   

 

The ‘golden era’ of the works was under the control of Joseph Tregelles Price from 

1817 (Hughes 1988). Under Price, the works became famous for high-quality 

engineering products including locomotives and tramway engines, stationary engines, 

marine engines and many kinds of other machinery (Rees 1969:26). The ability and 

personal repute of Neath Abbey ironmasters won them many customers. Engines 

constructed in Neath supplied most of the growing needs of the Welsh industries (for 

example Glyn Pits near Pontypool), as well as finding their way to Cornwall, the 

Anglo-Mexican and Neal del Monte Mining Companies (pumping engines to enable 

then to drain mines) (Wilkins 1903:368). After Pryce’s death in 1854, the works 

continued building steam engines until about 1875 when the Price Quaker family 
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closed it. After a brief attempt to revive ironworking, the Neath Abbey Ironworks 

closed for good in 1885 (Lloyd 1993). 

 

At present, there are several notable surviving structures including two superb blast 

furnaces (NPRN 85098) dating from 1793 built against the walls of the natural rock 

gorge (Plate 3), Ty Mawr, the ironmaster’s house of 1801 and the engine manufactory 

(NPRN 85097). Higher up River Clydach is a former water-powered forge and rolling 

mill (NPRN 40458) constructed in 1825 that was later used as a woollen mill (NPRN 

96478). Further upstream, is the dam (NPRN 33643) and Cwm Clydach Pond which 

used to hold a reserve of water to power the ironworks. 

 

 

 

Plate 3. Neath Abbey Ironworks - blast furnaces. 

 

 

1.5 Previous archaeological investigation 

Only one piece of previous archaeological work has taken place involving the dam: a 

Heritage Impact Assessment carried out by Trysor in 2018 (Hall and Sambrook 2018) 

to assess the impact of proposed changes to Cwm Clydach Dam in response to the 

proposals to remove the sluice operating mechanism that is currently bolted into one 

of the openings of the spillway of the dam. It proposed to have it interpreted by a 

specialist, conserved, and display on dry land close to the dam along with an 

interpretation panel. This work has not been carried out to date. 
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Three other recorded events took place within the 1km radius centred on NGR SS 

73923 98764 and are listed on HER: an excavation at a site near Rhydding, near Neath 

by V.E. Nash Williams in 1948 (E000494); an archaeological watching brief at Plot 1, 

Longford Court, Neath at the site of Cwrt Rhyd Hir, a grange associated with nearby 

Neath Abby (E005482); and a field visit to Neath Abbey Mill undertaken as part of the 

Cadw funded project assessing Mills and Water Power in Glamorgan and Gwent by 

GGAT in 2012 (E004232). The survey recorded multiple structures present on the site 

representing multi-phased periods of use (Bowden and Roberts 2012).  

 

A community archaeological evaluation was undertaken in 2019 at the Neath Abbey 

Ironworks (not listed in the HER). During the works, two trenches were excavated 

revealing remains of the north wall of the casting house to the front of the southern 

furnace and the location of the wheel pit drawing machinery in the manufactory 

building (Toseland 2019). 
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2 Methodology  
 

The archaeological watching brief contracted by Natural Resources Wales (NRW) was 

undertaken from June the 26th 2020 to July the 14th 2020. The works comprised 

monitoring of hand excavated pits at the top of the dam, machine excavated trenches 

investigating foundations of the dam and inspection of the cores removed from the dam 

structure. 

 

No samples were taken as no material suitable for sampling was encountered. All 

material of potential archaeological importance was examined on the site, and the 

excavated spoil was checked for the presence of artefacts.  

 

Where appropriate written, drawn and photographic documentation was made of all 

archaeological contexts, in accordance with the GGAT Manual of Excavation 

Recording Techniques. All were recorded using a continuous numbering system. See 

Appendix I.  

 

All significant contexts were photographed using Samsung Galaxy (18mp) digital 

photographic camera. Scales on photographs are in 0.5m divisions (white and read 

ranging pole). 

 

An HER enquiry (No 6336) with a 1km buffer zone centred on NGR SS 73923 98764 

was conducted to inform sites of archaeological interest within the development. 

 

An archive of archaeological records relating to the fieldwork (including artefacts and 

ecofacts subject to the agreement of the site owners; excepting those that may be 

subject to the Treasure Act (1996) and/or Treasure Order (2002)) and an archive of 

records relating to the preparation of the reports has been prepared to the specifications 

in ICON’s guidelines and The National Standard and Guidance to Best Practice for 

Collecting and Depositing Archaeological Archives in Wales (National Panel for 

Archaeological Archives in Wales 2017). 

 

After an appropriate period has elapsed a digital copy of the report and full archive will 

be deposited with the National Monuments Record, RCAHMW, Aberystwyth, and a 

digital copy of the report and archive index will be deposited with the Regional Historic 

Environment Record, curated by the Glamorgan-Gwent Archaeological Trust, 

Swansea.  
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3 Results  
 

The watching brief comprised monitoring of broadly similarly sized hand excavated 

Boreholes (BH), Hand Pits (HP), Rotary Open Holes (RO) to an average 1.2m depth 

and machine excavated Foundation Pits (FP). Also, it included inspection of core 

samples removed from the dam structure with use of dynamic probe (US and DS) as 

well as materials removed from BH below the 1.2m depth.  

 

The top of the dam was sealed by a layer of tarmac (modern road surface) while 

foundation trenches were covered by concrete mesh and grass from which all 

measurements were taken.  

 

Table 1. Co-ordinates of the Hand Pits (HP), Boreholes (BH), Foundation Pits (FP), additional 

Rotary Open Holes (OR), and core samples (US and DS). 

 

ID Easting  Northing AOD – ground level 
BH101 273914.288 198765.121 40.395 

BH102 273924.396 198763.215 40.302 

BH103 273933.970 198761.104 40.267 

BH104 273945.578 198757.502 40.352 

BH105 273962.802 198750.312 40.843 

BH101A 273914.24 198765.21 40.400 

HP01 273916.015 198766.215 40.368 

PH02 273931.207 198763.185 40.264 

HP03 273948.534 198757.932 40.431 

FP101 273921.265 198759.709 33.087 

FP102 273934.386 198756.542 33.132 

FP103 273943.077 198754.205 33.790 

RO101 273916 198764 - 

RO102 273926 198763 - 

RO103 273948 198755 - 

DS1 273894.600 198766.302 40.874; 38.0; 36.8; 35.6; 34.4; 32.0; 31.00 

DS2 273916.791 198762.558 39.0; 37.8; 36.6; 35.4; 34.2; 33.09 

DS3 273935.185 198758.611 39.0; 37.8; 36.6; 35.4; 34.2; 33.13 

DS4 273951.483 198753.096 39.0; 37.8; 36.6; 35.4; 33.79 

US1 273916.102 198766.821 39.5; 39.21 

US2 273931.149 198763.824 39.5; 39.20 

US3 273949.013 198758.523 39.5; 39.49 

 

 

3.1 Results of hand excavated Boreholes, Hand Pits and Rotary Open Holes. 

Six boreholes (BH101-105 and BH101A, Plates 14-19), three hand pits (HP01-03, 

Plates 20-22) and rotary open holes (RO101-103, Plates 23-25) were manually 

excavated along the top of the dam to allow the investigation of its structure (Figure 

1). All boreholes and Hand pits had broadly similar size, being approximately 0.45m 

long by 0.45m wide and had 1.2m depth. Rotary open pits varied in size from a 

maximum 1.49m long by 0.43m wide (RO102) to a minimum 0.83m long by 0.33m 

wide (RO103). All deposits were sealed by the modern road, and the measurements 

were taken from the surface of this road. Table 1 shows AOD levels for each borehole, 

hand pit and rotary open pit. Similar stratigraphy was observed across the whole length 

of the dam, except Hand Pits 01 and 03 where the concrete base of a modern railing 

was recorded. 
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The general stratigraphic sequence observed in Bore Holes 101-105 and 101A, Hand 

Pit 02 and Open Rotary Holes 102, comprised a basal deposit of yellow-brown sticky, 

sandy clay with stones or yellow-grey sandy clay with stones, encountered on a 

minimum 0.59m depth, and a maximum 1.21m depth below the top surface, later 

drilled deeper (see results of the Boreholes based on WYG logs). Within the layer, rare 

fragments of red brick were noted. It was overlain by a black deposit of sandy soil 

mixed with fragmented slag, cobles, coal/coke dust, occasional material resembling 

furnace lining and pottery, rare glass fragments (bulbs and bottles), bones and oyster 

shells. The black layer containing industrial waste was encountered between 0.17m to 

0.28m depth, with a maximum thickness of 1.01m. This deposit was overlain by a red 

layer of sand with red dust containing iron oxides (slightly magnetic) with frequent 

coal shale and occasional small red oxidised fragments or spheroids of slag/clinker. 

The layer was encountered at a minimum 0.04m and maximum 0.10m below the road 

surface. It varied in thickness from minimum 0.13m to the maximum 0.23m. The 

uppermost deposit was a 0.05m thick grey tarmac, sometimes with gravely base 

maximum 0.06m thick, which formed modern road surface. 

 

Structural remains were noted in Hand Pit 01 and 03 (Plate 20 and 22). They were 

concrete footings of a modern metal railing, with a minimum 0.15m and maximum 

0.22m thickness, encountered just below the road surface, at minimum 0.05m and 

maximum 0.08m depth. The concrete base of the railing in Hand Pit 03 sat in a cut 

filled with grey gravel mixed with coarse yellow sand, encountered from 0.08m to 0.3m 

below the surface, recorded at maximum 0.5m depth. 

 

3.2 Results of the Boreholes based on WYG logs. 

Five boreholes (BH 101a-105) were machine drilled from 1.2m depth to an average 

depth of 16m using Cable Percussion Rotary Core – Klemm 802 (Figure 1). The 

measurements were taken from the current surface of the ground (modern tarmac road). 

 

The general stratigraphic sequence observed in them comprised several natural layers 

of Mudstone (Grovesend formation), Siltstone (Grovesand Formation), Sandstone 

(Grovesend Formation), overlain by layers of gravely sandy clay (Till Devensian) and 

coarse siltstone gravels (Till Devensian) which were encountered from 16m to 

minimum 10m and maximum 4.8m depth. These natural layers were overlain by 

manmade deposits, which in all boreholes, varied in type and thickness. 

 

BH101 (Figure 1, Table 1) 

In BH101A manmade layers were encountered at a depth of 4.8m and comprised two 

deposits. A soft light brown mottled dark grey slightly gravely sandy clay with rare 

pockets of yellowish-orange and grey silt, which was noted from 4.8m to 1.8m from 

the surface, with a 3m thickness. Within this deposit, frequent ironstone and fragments 

of red slag were noted at the depth between 3.80m to 2.80m. The uppermost deposit 

was a black slightly clayey gravelly fine to coarse sand, encountered on 1.8m depth 

with a 0.6m thickness. 

 

BH102 (Figure 1, Table 1) 

In BH102 manmade layers comprised four horizons. The lowest was a soft brown 

slightly sandy slightly gravely clay with rare pockets of light brown fine sand and green 

slit encountered on 10m depth to 9.2m, with 0.2m thickness. Some coal fragments were 
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noted within this deposit. It was overlain by a firm greenish grey slightly gravely clay 

with frequent pockets and thin laminae of orangish brown and light grey silt, with some 

coal and rare wood fragments, which was encountered on 9.2m to 2.8m depth. Another 

identified horizon was a soft brown slightly gravely sandy clay with frequent pockets 

and thin laminae of orangish brown and light grey silt encountered on 2.8m depth to 

1.8m. Within the layer ironstone and coal fragment were identified. The uppermost 

deposit was a black sandy clay layer 007 noted while hand excavations, encountered 

on 1.8m depth. 

 

BH103 (Figure 1, Table 1) 

Four different manmade horizons were recorded in BH103. The lowest was a soft 

brown slightly sandy gravely clay with rare pockets of light brown fine sand and green 

slit, with some slag, coal and rare rootlets, encountered on 9.2m depth to 7.2m, with a 

2m thickness. It was overlain by a soft grey-brown slightly gravely sandy clay with 

rare pockets of orangish-brown medium sand with some slag, encountered on 7.2m to 

4.2, a 3 m thickness. In turn, it was overlain by a firm light brown slightly sandy gravely 

clay with rare pockets of orangish-brown silt and stone, encountered on 2m depth to 

4.2m, a 2.2m thickness. The uppermost deposit was a soft black mottled light brown 

slightly sandy slightly gravely clay with frequent pockets and thin laminae of orangish-

brown fine and medium sand and yellowish-brown silt, encountered on 2m to 1.2m, a 

0.8m thickness. 

 

BH104 (Figure 1, Table 1) 

In BH104 manmade layers were encountered at a depth of 8.6m and comprised two 

deposits. The lower was a firm greenish-grey mottled light brown slightly gravely clay 

encountered on 8.6m depth to 4m. At the base of this deposit coal fragments were noted 

at 8.6m to 8.5m depth. The described layer was overlain by a firm brown mottled black 

and dark grey slightly gravely sandy clay with frequent pockets and thin laminae of 

orangish-brown and yellow-brown fine and medium sand and silt, encountered on 4m 

to 1.2m depth. Within the layer rare coal fragment were noted. 

 

BH105 (Figure 1, Table 1) 

In BH5 two deposits were recorded. Natural layers were overlain by a soft light 

greenish-brown and light brown slightly gravely sand clay with a low sub-rounded 

siltstone cobble content with frequent pockets of orangish-brown silt, with slag and 

some pockets of black organic material. This deposit was noted from 5.9m to 3m depth. 

It was overlain by a soft brown really mottled light brown slightly gravelly silty clay, 

encountered from 3m to 1.2m depth. Slag fragments and rare coal bits, as well as rare 

rootlets, were noted within it. 

 

No archaeologically important deposits or finds were noted, except of layers of 

industrial wastes comprised slag (slightly glassy) mixed with coal, stones and yellow 

clay.  

 

3.3 Results of the Rotary open holes based on WYG logs 

The northern side of the dam facing the reservoir is almost entirely buried by 

accumulated silt and at present the silt level varies from 1.05m to 1.5m below the level 

of the dam. The internal face of the north-facing wall was measured by inclined drilling 

at a depth below the road of 4.60m in RO101A, 7.50m in RO101B, 4.10m in RO101C,  
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4.80m in RO102A, 5.80m in RO102B, 8.10m in RO102C, 8.10m in RO103A, 6.20m 

in RO103B and 5.30m in RO103C. 
 

3.4 Results of machine excavated Foundation Pits. 

Three foundation trial pits (FP101-103, Plates 26 to 34) were machine excavated along 

the dam base to the south (Figure 1). Their size varied from 2.5m length to 0.8m to 

1.0m width. The trenches were excavated to a minimum 1.2m depth and maximum 

1.3m. The pits were sealed by a modern concrete mesh attached to the dam and grass. 

All depth measurements were taken from the grassy surface at 1.9m distance from the 

dam. Table 1 shows AOD levels for each foundation trail pit. 

 

The general stratigraphic sequence of the three foundation pits (FP101-103) comprised 

of a basal deposit of yellow/grey sandstone, natural bedrock, which was overlain by a 

dark brown layer of soil mixed with coal and rubble comprised of large regular 

sandstone blocks, some with attached grey mortar. The mortar was characterised by 

fragments of coal/coke (black), lime (white) and mudstones (brown), exactly the same 

type of mortar was noted in the majority of core samples (see below). Also, within the 

layer, frequent slag and whole or fragmented red bricks were noted. Finds recorded in 

the layer included a fragment of brown bottle glass in FP101, two iron railings (one in 

FP101, other in FP102), iron and lead sheet fragments in FP102. The top of this deposit 

was characterised by slightly purple/reddish dust present among the rubble in FP102 

and FP103. In FP101 it formed well a distinguishable layer of loose purple-brown 

sandy clay with rubble mixed with slag and coal. The described deposits were overlain 

by a modern concrete mesh laid on a base of grey gravel mixed with coarse sand. The 

concrete mesh had a 0.13m thickness and was encountered on an average 0.1m depth. 

A top deposit was a thin vegetation layer, a soft grey-brown loam with grassroots, with 

an average 0.1m thickness. 

 

No archaeologically important deposits or finds were noted, except the rubble layer 

which may be remains associated with the bursting of the dam on November the 19th 

1929 during exceptional flooding. 

 

3.5 Drill core samples results (DS and US) correlated with WYG’s logs. 

Core drilled samples have been collected from various heights of the wall in seven 

locations to investigate the structure of the monument, three on the wall facing up the 

stream (US1-3) and four on the wall facing down the stream (DS1-4) (Figure 1, Table 

1 and 3). The samples were collected using a wall-mounted handheld drill. The cores 

had 50mm diameter and were collected to a various depth depending on the recovered 

material. 

   

Generally, Cwm Clydach Dam is an earth-fill dam constructed as a simple embankment 

of compacted layers of clay and rubble forming its core supported by exterior stone 

facing walls. The masonry supporting walls forming the dam are of light grey siltstone 

and sandstone. The top of the dam, the remaining parapet walls at the southern side, 

are thin and have a thickness of 0.5m. The rubble stone wall below the parapet 

gradually widens out to reach at the base a minimum 2m (DS1 32.0m AOD) and a 

maximum 2.6m thickness (DS2 inclined). The dam stands on the natural rock as was 

noted in the DS1 inclined sample. The northern side of the dam which faces the 

reservoir has a wall ranging at the upper part from minimum 0.55m (US1 39.5m AOD) 
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to 0.76m thickness (US2 39.5m AOD). At the currently visible base (which appears to 

have been re-faced) the wall thickness varies from approximately a minimum 0.61m 

(US3 inclined) to a maximum 1.57m thickness (US1 inclined). 

 

 
Plate 4. Fragment of core sample DS3 39.0m AOD. 

 
Plate 5. Fragment of core sample DS4 37.8m AOD.

 
Plate 6. Fragment of core sample DS4 inclined. 
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The structure of the wall itself comprises of large blocks with an average thickness of 

0.5m to 0.6m. They are bonded with grey mortar of varying thickness. The mortar 

contained frequent small white inclusions (limestones), black (coal fragments and slag 

chippings) and rare brown inclusions (mudstone) (Plate 4). The size of inclusions in 

the mortar increases towards the base of the dam (Plate 5). At some parts of the parapet, 

a different light grey mortar was noted (DS3 39.0 mAOD, Plate 3). 
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4 Finds 

Finds recovered during the archaeological watching brief were inspected visually. 

Materials of Post-medieval (pottery and bricks) and Modern date (fragments of bottle 

glass and bricks), various slags, corroded iron, coal fragments, oyster shells and bones 

were recorded on the site and discarded in line with GGAT policy. The most relevant 

finds noted on the site are listed in Table 2. 

Table 2. Catalogue of finds catalogued by the contexts from which they were recovered. 

Location Context No. Description Date 

BH101 003 3 1 x creamy-white glaze pottery fragment, 1 x white thick 

china piece; 1 x fragment of material resembling melted 

furnace lining 

Post-

medieval 

BH2 007 6 1 x fragment of glassy slag with stretching/pulling marks 

(blast furnace fueled with charcoal); 1 x fragment of dense 

slag with flows, rusty appearance and turquois residues; 4 x 

fragment of stone-ware, well-fired, bottle top from a bulk 

storage item. 

Post-

medieval 

 

BH3 010 1 1 x stoneware, well-fired, fragment of a base of a large 

container/jar 

Post-

medieval 

BH4 013 2 2 x animal bones Post-

medieval 

BH4 014 1 1 x oyster shell Post-

medieval 

BH5 017 2 1 x oyster shell; 1 x fragment of flagstone. Post-

medieval 

BH101A 021 1 1 x fragment of stoneware with a creamy colour of the glaze  Post-

medieval 

FP101 039 2 1 x brown bottle glass; 1 x iron railing Post-

medieval? 

FP102 044 3 1 x iron sheet fragment, 1 x lead sheet scrap; 1 x fragment of 

iron railing 

Post-

medieval? 

RO101 052 22 1 x oyster shell fragment, 12 x white pottery (white and white 

with blue glaze, white with black, creamy, creamy with 

brownish glaze), 5 x red fired pottery with brown glaze, 5 x 

fragment of stoneware (brown and creamy brown). 

Post-

medieval 

RO102 056 14 9 x pottery (yellow, white, and blue glaze), fragments of red 

bricks and material resembling furnace lining; 1 x bone, 2 x 

red fired pottery, 2 x fragments of glass (one bottle glass and 

piece of a signal light). 

Post-

medieval 

RO103 060 5 2 x fragments of stoneware (yellowish glaze); 3 x oyster 

shells. 

Post-

medieval 

 

In general, the most interesting finds were recorded in the layers of industrial waste 

which formed the upper layers of the core of the dam. A few artefacts were recorded 

among the demolition rubble discovered in the foundation pits to the south of the dam.  

 

Finds discovered in the layer containing large quantities of industrial waste were all of 

the 19th-century date (Plate 7 to 9). The assemblage represents more likely the second 

half of the 19th century, even though some objects would probably still have been in 

use into the 20th century. Conversely, they are unlikely to date to the earlier 19th 

century and it appears that the deposits are slightly later than the known date of the 

dam construction (1840). 
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Slags recorded in the same deposits are fragmented and vary greatly. They can be 

broadly assigned to three categories: black dense or medium dense slags characterised 

by flows at the upper part (iron smelting or refining), dense brownish slags with 

turquoise inclusions (copper works), and glassy slags  (material resembling waste 

product of smelting iron ore in a blast furnace fuelled with charcoal). 

 

 

Plate 7. Finds recorded in BoreHole 102 (BH102) context 007. 

 

 

Plate 8. Finds recorded in Rotary Open Pit 02 (RO102) context 056. 
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Plate 9. Finds recorded in Rotary Open Pit 03 (RO103) context 060. 

 

Plate 10. Original railing found in Foundation Pit (FP101) context 039.  

Scale in 0.5m divisions. 

 

While excavating the dam foundation trenches, thick deposits of rubble were recorded. 

These comprised mainly of large siltstone and sandstone blocks some with mortar 

closely resembling core sampled material collected from the dam’s walls (Plate 35). 

The debris included two iron railings (Plate 10). and iron and lead sheets (possibly roof 

fragments).  
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5 Conclusion  

 

The investigation of Cwm Clydach Dam indicates that it is an earth-fill dam 

constructed as a simple embankment of compacted layers of clay and rubble forming 

its core retained by exterior masonry walls with the parapet of varying height.  

 

The remaining parapet walls at southern dam’s side have a 0.5m thickness. The rubble 

stone facing wall below the parapet gradually widens out to reach at the base a 

minimum 2m and a maximum 2.6m thickness. The northern side of the dam, which 

faces the reservoir, is almost entirely buried by sediments of Clydach river, and at 

present, the visible height varies from 1.05m to 1.5m below the surface of the dam 

(Plate 12). Rotary drilling revealed the wall extends to the minimum measured depth 

of 4.00m and the maximum depth of 8.1m.  

 

 

Plate 11. Cwm Clydach Dam, south-facing wall at FP101 location (yellow marker). 

View to the north, scale in 0.5m divisions. 

The masonry walls forming the dam are of light grey siltstone and sandstone blocks 

with an average thickness of 0.5m to 0.6m. The blocks are bonded with grey mortar 

containing frequent limestone, coal and slag chippings and rare mudstone inclusions. 

The size of inclusions in the mortar increases towards to the base of the dam. Also, 

light grey mortar with no inclusions was recorded at one core sample. Observation of 

core samples, as well as external walls, gives no doubts that the dam has been subject 

to repair in the past. The alterations of the parapet were done with use of plain light 
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grey mortar (Plate 11). Also, Trysor has identified that the original dam of 1840 was 

partially rebuilt after its parts collapsed in floods in November 1929 (Hall and 

Sambrook 2018). The re-build of the dam can be seen as a change in masonry in the 

upper part of the southern face of the dam (Plate 11 and 13), and occasional later 

alterations as patches of different coloured mortar. 
 

 

Plate 12. Cwm Clydach Dam, north-facing wall. 

View to the west, scale in 0.5m divisions. 

 

The core of the dam is made of compacted layers of clay, which vary in thickness as 

well as in composition, some clays being more gravelly, others sandy. The majority of 

them contained frequent coal fragments (encountered up to 10m depth) and slag 

fragments (encountered up to 9.3m depth). The fill of the dam below the road surface 

comprised of two distinct layers of industrial wastes. The bright red deposit is formed 

by residues from burning coal. It contained frequent coal shale, occasional spheroids 

and broken bits of clinker which might be residue generated by boiler fireboxes (parts 

of steam engines). The underlying deposit consisted of black/dark-brown deposit 

contained various slags, mixed with coal/coke fragments and finds dated to the late 

Victorian Period.   

 

The base of the dam stands on the layers of natural bedrocks: Mudstone (Grovesend 

formation), Siltstone (Grovesand Formation), Sandstone (Grovesend Formation), 

overlain by layers of gravely sandy clay (Till Devensian) and coarse siltstone gravels 

(Till Devensioan) which were encountered from 16m to minimum 10m and maximum 

4.8m depth.  
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Plate 13. Cwm Clydach dam. View to the east. 

The Iron industry for centuries depended on charcoal and its supply, but in the 18th-

century thanks to Abraham Darby’s discovery, it becomes possible to smelt iron 

without it through the use of coke (Van Laun 1976). It opened new opportunities 

revolutionising the iron industry. Charcoal fuelled blast furnaces went out of use, as 

coke-fuelled furnaces become cheaper to operate and more efficient. Large quantities 

of production debris (slag fragments, a material resembling melted furnace lining 

mixed with coal/coke, clinker, coal shale) noted during the watching brief might be 

associated with metal production in the area in the late 18th or 19th-century with use 

of coal.  

 

It is not clear from where the industrial wastes (slag mixed with stones, material 

resembling melted hearth lining, coal and coke) used to build the dam comes from. The 

nearest known Post-medieval metal production sites, which went out of use or were in 

operation prior to the construction of the dam are located to the north (Bryncoch Blast 

Furnace (1206w)), and to the south (Abbey Mills (NPRN  40457), Brynclydach Mills, 

Blaenhonddan (NPRN40458), and Neath Abbey Ironworks (NPRN 85096)).  

 

Bryncoch Blast Furnace (1206w), situated 880m to the north from the dam, at Primrose 

Bank in Bryncoch, is shown on the tithe map of 1844 and described as ‘old furnace’ 

(parcel no. 1374, 1375, 1377, 1378 and 1379). According to Laurence Ince, the furnace 

in Bryncoch started to operate in 1727. The furnace is not depicted on the map of 1729, 

although it is possible that the map was surveyed earlier before the erection of the 

ironworks at Bryncoch. It is believed that it was one of the first furnaces in Wales to 
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fuel with coke (Ince 1973) although as it fell out of use after 1772, it is a possible 

candidate for the source of slag used in the dam.  

 

However, it is more likely that the material used to form the upper parts of the dam 

comes from the sites located downstream. The remains of Neath Abbey Forge stand 

730m to the south from the dam. Abbey Mills, Neath Abbey (NPRN 40457) were late 

seventeenth-century copper works depicted on the 1728 map. Later in 1825 on the same 

site were built Brynclydach Mills, Blaenhonddan (NPRN 96478) a water-powered 

forge and rolling mill for Neath Abbey Ironworks. The works were powered by a 

waterwheel on its north-east side, fed from a dam built across the head of the Clydach 

Falls (Coflein 2020 Brynclydach Mills). 

 

Although the Listed Building description for the dam states that the present dam 

renewed an earlier structure to regulate water flow along the River Clydach to the Neath 

Abbey Ironworks, no obvious evidence for an earlier structure has been identified 

during the works and there is no identifiable physical evidence of an earlier structure 

visible at the site today. There is no certain evidence of any other dam for a distance of 

1km either up or downstream (Lle 2020).  

 

However, coal present in the layers of clay forming the core of the Cwm Clydach dam 

might give a clue regarding the date and origin of the current structure. Neath Abbey 

Ironworks initially had no access to local coal supply. It is likely, therefore, that coal 

fragments evident in the dam’s construction derive from a period after the Neath 

Ironworks obtained the lease to the Dyffryn Estate Minerals in 1806, when it also 

obtained access to additional land including collieries/coal workings located close to 

the reservoir (Archives Hub, Dyffryn (Gwyn) Estate Records accessed August 2020). 

If the dam stands on the site of an earlier structure, it could not be earlier build than 

1806. The artefacts noted and recorded on the site were of Post-medieval and Modern 

origin.  

 

Almost all Post-medieval finds dated to the second half on 19th century were 

discovered at the top of the dam, in the layer of industrial waste encountered at approx. 

0.2m depth from the road surface. They have an essentially domestic character (pottery, 

bones and oyster shells), but it is not clear if they were brought to the site with the iron 

production debris or as a result of items brought by the workforce for consumption 

during the construction of the dam. The materials which date to the second half of the 

19th century might indicate that the level of the original dam was raised up as the 

reservoir started to silt up. This would explain a difference in masonry wall so evident 

in the southern elevation.  

 

While excavating the dam foundation trenches, thick deposits of rubble were recorded. 

These comprised mainly of large siltstone and sandstone blocks some with mortar 

closely resembling core sampled material collected from the dam’s walls. The debris 

included two iron railings and iron and lead sheets (possibly roof fragments). It is 

believed these deposits are remains of the disastrous event of 1929, when on November 

the 19th the dam burst. The water swept away a large section of the dam, including the 

parapet and the road surface (Hall and Sambrook 2018). The original dam of 1840 was 

partially re-built, and this is evident as a change in masonry in the upper part of the 

southern face of the dam (Hall and Sambrook 2018). The alterations to the parapet were 

made with use of plain light grey mortar.   
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Appendix I: Contexts list  

Table 2. List of contexts noted in hand excavated parts of Boreholes and Rotary Open Holes (to 

1.2m depth), Hand Pits and machine investigated Foundation. 

 
ID Context Description Depth Type Date 

BH101 001 grey tarmac - road surface 0.00m - 0.05m Structure Modern 

BH101 002 red sandy soli with small red slag/clinker 

fragments and spheroids and coal shale.  

0.05m - 0.17m Deposit Post-

medieval 

HB101 003 black-dark brown sandy clay with crushed 

stone, slag (some flown) and small bits of 

coal/coke. Noted 1 creamy-white glaze 

pottery fragment, 1 thick white china and 1 

fragment of material resembling melted 

furnace lining. 

0.17m - 1.01m Deposit Post-

medieval 

BH101 004 yellow-brown sticky sandy clay with stones 1.01m - 1.18m n.b. Deposit Post-

medieval? 

BH102 005 grey tarmac - road surface 0.00m - 0.05m Structure Modern 

BH102 006 red sandy soli with small red slag/clinker 

fragments and spheroids and coal shale.  

0.05m - 0.20 to 0.23m Deposit Post-

medieval 

HB102 007 black-dark brown sandy clay with crushed 

stone, slags and small bits of coal/coke. 

Noted 4 fragments of stoneware (bottle 

neck), 1 fragment of red brick, 1 glassy slag 

and 1 black dense/medium dense slag with 

flows quite rusty and with turquoise washed 

out sediments. 

0.20 to 0.23m – 1.18m n.b. Deposit Post-

medieval 

HB103 008 grey tarmac - road surface 0.00m - 0.08m Structure Modern 

HB103 009 red sandy soli with small red slag/clinker 

fragments and spheroids and coal shale.  

0.08m - 0.18m Deposit Post-

medieval 

HB103 010 black-dark brown sandy clay with crushed 

stone, slag (dense with flows) and small bits 

of coal/coke. Noted 1 fragment of 

stoneware with creamy-white glaze (base of 

storage jar).   

0.18m – 1.17m n.b. Deposit Post-

medieval 

HB104 011 grey tarmac - road surface 0.00m - 0.07m Structure Modern 

HB104 012 red sandy soli with small red slag/clinker 

fragments and spheroids and coal shale.  

0.07m - 0.20m Deposit Post-

medieval 

HB104 013 black-dark brown sandy clay with crushed 

stone and slag fragments. Noted lumps of 

slightly glassy slag with large charcoal 

marks and smaller rusty fragments of slags, 

bone fragments, brick and material 

resembling furnace lining. 

0.20m – 1.12m Deposit Post-

medieval 

BH104 014 yellow-brown sticky sandy clay with 

stones, one oyster shell 

1.12m – 1.18m n.b.  Post-

medieval? 

HB105 015 grey tarmac - road surface 0.00m - 0.09m Structure Modern 

HB105 016 red sandy soli with small red slag/clinker 

fragments and spheroids and coal shale.  

0.09m - 0.24m Deposit Post-

medieval 

HB105 017 black-dark brown sandy clay with crushed 

stone, slag and small bits of coal/coke. 

Noted slag lumps with poorly developed 

flows, 1 x oyster shell and a fragment of 

flagstone. 

0.24m - 0.59m Deposit Post-

medieval 

HB105 018 yellow-grey sticky, sandy clay with stones. 

Within noted fragment of red fired brick 

0.59m - 1.22m n.b. Deposit Post-

medieval 

HB101A 019 grey tarmac - road surface 0.00m - 0.05m Structure Modern 

HB101A 020 red sandy soli with small red slag/clinker 

fragments and spheroids and coal shale.  

0.05m - 0.18m Deposit Post-

medieval 
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ID Context Description Depth Type Date 

HB101A 021 black-dark brown sandy clay with coal/coke 

dust crushed stone and slag fragments. One 

pottery fragment with a creamy glaze. 

0.18m – 1.21m n.b. Deposit Post-

medieval 

HP01 022 tarmac - road surface 0.00m - 0.05m Structure Modern 

HP01 023 red sandy soli with small red slag/clinker 

fragments and spheroids and coal shale.  

0.05m - 0.20m Deposit Post-

medieval 

HP01 024 black-dark brown sandy clay with coal/coke 

dust, crushed stone and slag fragments. 

0.20m – 1.01m Deposit Post-

medieval 

HP01 025 yellow-grey sandy clay with stones 1.01m – 1.20m n.b. Deposit Post-

medieval 

HP01 026 concrete – base of modern railing  0.05m – 0.20m Structure Modern 

HP02 027 tarmac - road surface 0.00m – 0.04 to 0.08m 

 

Structure Modern 

HP02 028 red sandy soli with small red slag/clinker 

fragments and spheroids and coal shale.  

0.04m to 0.08m - 0.18m Deposit Post-

medieval 

HP02 029 black-dark brown sandy clay with coal/coke 

dust, crushed stone and slag fragments. 

0.18m – 1.98m Deposit Post-

medieval 

HP03 030 tarmac - road surface 0.00m – 0.08m Structure Modern 

HP03 031 red sandy soli with small red slag/clinker 

fragments and spheroids and coal shale.  

0.08m - 0.28m Deposit Post-

medieval 

HP03 032 black-dark brown sandy clay with coal/coke 

dust, crushed stone and slag fragments. 

0.28m to 0.5m - 1.24m n.b. Deposit Post-

medieval 

HP03 033 concrete (base of modern railing) 0.08m – 0.30m Structure Modern 

HP03 034 grey gravel mixed with yellow coarse sand 0.08m to 0.30m - 0.50m Deposit Modern 

FP101 035 top soil – soft black loam with grass roots 0.00m – 0.10m Deposit Modern 

FP101 036 concrete mesh  0.10m – 0.23m Structure Modern 

FP101 037 grey gravel with coarse sand 0.23m – 0.35m Deposit Modern 

FP101 038 loose purple brown sandy clay with rubble 

of large cobbles stones (up to 0.4m by 

0.15m) some with mortar (material 

resembles the dam structural elements) and 

occasional slag and coal fragments 

0.35m – 0.75m Deposit Modern - 

November 

1929 

FP101 039 dark brown rubble comprised of large 

regular sandstone blocks, some with 

attached grey mortar containing bits of 

coal/coke (black), lime (white) and 

mudstones (brown), hole and fragmented 

red bricks mixed with black/dark brown soil 

with some coal. Rare fragment of brown 

bottle glass and slag. Contained one metal 

railing. 

0.75m – 1.10m Deposit Modern - 

November 

1929 

FP101 040 yellow/grey sandstone - bedrock  1.10m – 1.12m n.b. Deposit Natural 

FP102 042 top soil – black loam with grass roots 0.00m – 0.10m  Deposit Modern 

FP102 043 concrete mesh 0.10m – 0.23m Structure Modern 

FP102 044 grey layer of a sand with gravel. Noted 

modern plastic in it (box of tic tac) 

0.23m – 0.28m Deposit Modern 

FP102 044 dark brown demolition rubble containing 

large regular sandstone blocks, some with 

attached grey mortar containing bits of 

coal/coke (black), lime (white) and 

mudstones (brown), bricks and coal. The 

top of this deposit characterises by rubble 

mixed with purple/reddish dust. Within 

noted iron and lead sheet fragments and 

fragment of iron railing.  

0.28m – 1.10m Deposit Modern - 

November 

1929 

FP102 045 bedrock – yellow/grey sandstone  1.10m to 1.3m n.b. Deposit Natural 

FP103 047 top soil – black loam with grass roots 0.00m – 0.10m Deposit Modern 
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ID Context Description Depth Type Date 

FP103 048 concrete mesh  0.10m – 0.13m Structure Modern 

FP103 049 dark brown rubble comprised of large 

regular sandstone blocks, some with 

attached grey mortar containing bits of 

coal/coke (black), lime (white) and 

mudstones (brown) and red bricks mixed 

with soil and some coal. 

0.13m – 1.10m Deposit Modern - 

November 

1929 

FP103 050 bedrock – yellow/grey sandstone  1.10m to 1.3m n.b. Deposit Natural 

RO101 050 tarmac - road surface 0.00m – 0.06m Structure Modern 

RO101 051 red sandy soli with small red slag/clinker 

fragments and spheroids and coal shale.  

0.06m – 0.22m Deposit Post-

medieval 

RO101 052 black-dark brown sandy clay with crushed 

stone, slags with poorly developed flows 

and small bits of coal/coke. Rare rootlets. 

Also, noted one oyster shell, frequent 

glazed pottery (7 white, 1 white&blue, 1 

white&black, 3 creamy), fragments of red 

bricks, 5 red fired pottery with brown glaze, 

5 fragments of stone ware (brown and 

creamy brown). 

0.22m – 1.18m n.b. Deposit Post-

medieval 

RO102 053 black tarmac surface of the road 0.00m - 0.06m Structure Modern 

RO102 054 tarmac base made of greyish loose gravel 

mixed with sand 

0.06m – 0.10m Deposit Modern 

RO102 055 red sandy soli with small red slag/clinker 

fragments and spheroids and coal shale.  

0.10m – 0.19m Deposit Post-

medieval 

RO102 056 dark grey-dark brown sandy clay with 

crushed stone and slag fragments. Noted 

lumps of slightly glassy slag with large 

charcoal marks and smaller rusty fragments 

of slags, frequent pottery (yellow, white, 

and blue glaze), fragments of red bricks and 

material resembling furnace lining. Rare 

rootlets, 1 bone, 2 red fired pottery, 2 bits of 

glass (one bottle, another bulb). 

Within the deposit noted more compacted 

layer of stones, old road surface/top of the 

dam?  

0.19m – 1.25m 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

about 0.64m – 0.77m 

Deposit  Post-

medieval 

RO103 057 black tarmac – road surface 0.00m – 0.05m Structure Modern 

RO103 058 tarmac base made of greyish loose gravel 

mixed with sand 

0.05m – 0.09m 

 

Deposit Modern 

RO103 059 red sandy soli with small red slag/clinker 

fragments and spheroids and coal shale.  

0.09m – 0.25m to 0.27m 

 

Deposit Post-

medieval 

RO103 060 black-dark brown sandy clay with crushed 

stone and slag fragments. Noted frequent 

fragments of slags, 2 fragments of 

stoneware (yellowish glaze), rare fragments 

of red bricks, 3 oyster shells. 

0.25m to 0.27m – 1.20m Deposit Post-

medieval 

RO103 061 yellow-grey clay 1.20m - 1.25m n.b. Deposit Post-

medieval 
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Table 3. Core Samples collected from the dam wall up the stream (US) and down the stream 

(DS)  

Core 

Number 

Level 

(mAOD) 

Drilled 

to  

Description Depth Period 

 

US1 

     

39.5 (mAOD) 39.5 to 38.30 1.20m grey masonry wall approx. 0.68m thick;  

black sandy soil (contains coal); 

no recovery 

0.00m – 0.68m 

0.68m – 0.84m 

0.84m – 1.20m 

Post-medieval 

Post-medieval? 

N/A 

inclinded 39.21 to 37.62 1.90m grey masonry wall approx. 1.57 thick; 

sand; 

no recovery 

0.00m – 1.57m 

1.57m – 1.59m 

1.59m – 1.90m 

Post-medieval 

Post-medieval? 

N/A 

 

US2 
     

39.5 (mAOD) 39.5 to 38.02 1.48m grey masonry wall approx. 0.76m thick;  

yellow-brown gravely clay; 

no recovery 

0.00m – 0.76m 

0.76m – 0.84m 

0.84m – 1.48m 

Post-medieval 

Post-medieval? 

N/A 

inclinded 39.2 to 37.53 2.40m grey masonry wall approx. 1.55m thick; 

brown clay; 

no recovery 

0.00m – 1.55m 

1.55m – 1.67m 

1.67m – 2.40m 

Post-medieval 

Post-medieval? 

N/A 

 

US3 
     

39.5 (mAOD) 39.5 to 38.10 1.40m grey masonry wall approx. 055m thick; 

brown sandy soil 

no recovery 

0.00m – 0.55m 

0.55m – 0.62m 

0.62m – 1.40m 

Post-medieval 

Post-medieval? 

N/A 

inclined 39.49 to 38.09 1.40m grey masonry wall approx. 

yellow-brown clay; 

no recovery 

0.00m – 0.61m 

0.61m – 0.79m 

0.79m – 1.40m 

Post-medieval 

Post-medieval? 

N/A 

 

DS1 

    Post-med 

38.0 (mAOD) 38.5 to 37.50 0.50m grey masonry wall 0.5m thick, 

brown clay, 

no recovery. 

0.00m– 0.44m 

0.44m – 0.45m 

0.45m – 0.50m 

Post-med 

Post-med 

N/A 

36.8 (mAOD) 36.8 to 34.90 3.00m grey masonry wall 1.82 thick,  

no recovery 0.08m 

0.00m – 1.82m 

1.82m – 1.90m 

Post-med 

N/A 

35.6 (mAOD) 35.6 to 31.60 4.00m grey masonry wall approx. 4.00m thick  0.00m – 4.00m Post-medieval 

34.4 (mAOD) 34.4 to 32.55 1.85m grey masonry wall approx. 1.75m thick;  

no recovery 0.1m 

0.00m – 1.75m 

1.75m – 1.85m 

Post-med 

N/A 

32.0 (mAOD) 32.0 2.00m grey masonry wall approx., 2.0m 00.0m – 2.00m Post-med 

inclined 31.00 to 27.6 3.4m grey masonry wall approx. 0.67m thick  

natural bedrock 0.9m to 3.4m 

0.00m – 0.67m 

0.67m – 3.40m 

Post-med  

Natural 

 

DS2 

     

39.0 (mAOD) 39.0 to 36.65 2.45m grey masonry wall approx. 0.54 thick 

sand 

0.00m – 0.54m 

0.54m - 2.45m 

Post-med 

Post-med? 

37.8 (mAOD) 37.8 to 36.58 1.22m grey masonry wall approx. 1.2m thick 

brown clay 

0.00m -1.20m 

1.20m - 1.22m 

Post-med 

Post-med? 

36.6 (mAOD) 36.6 to 35.90 1.82m grey masonry wall approx. 52m thick; 

light brown clay; 

no recovery. 

0.00m – 0.52m 

0.52m – 0.70m 

0.70m – 1.82m 

Post-med 

Post-med? 

N/A 

35.4 (mAOD) 35.6 to 33.47 1.93m grey masonry wall approx. 0.53m; 

no recovery; 

grey masonry wall approx. 0.99m; 

grey clay 

0.00m – 035m 

0.35m – 0.90m 

0.90m – 1.89m 

1.89m – 1.93m 

Post-med  

N/A  

Post-med  

Natural 

34.2 (mAOD) 34.2 to 31.8 2.4m grey masonry wall approx. 0.72 thick 

no recovery  

grey masonry wall approx. 0.7m thick 

no recovery 

grey masonry wall approx. 0.14m thick 

clay 

no recovery 

0.00m – 0.72m 

0.72m – 0.90m 

0.90m – 1.60m 

1.60m – 1.80m 

1.80m – 1.94m 

1.94m – 1.96m 

1.96m – 2.40m 

Post-med  

N/A  

Post-med 

N/A  

Post-med 

Natural? 

N/A 

inclined 33.09 to 30.49 2.6m grey masonry wall approx. 1.7m thick, 

no recovery, 

grey masonry wall approx. 0.8m thick 

0.00m – 1.70m 

1.70m - 1.80m 

1.80m - 2.60m 

Post-med  

N/A  

Post-med 
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Core 

Number 

Level 

(mAOD) 

Drilled 

to  

Description Depth Period 

 

DS3 

 

     

39.0 (mAOD) 39.0 to 37.55 1.45m grey masonry wall approx. 0.7m; 

clay 0.1m thick; 

no recovery 

00.0m – 0.70m  

00.7m – 0.82m 

0.82m – 1.45m 

Post-med 

Post-med 

N/A 

37.8 (mAOD) 37.8 to 35.90 1.90m grey masonry wall approx. 1.7m thick; 

grey clay approx. 0.12m thick; 

no recovery 

00.0m – 1.00m 

1.00m – 1.12m 

1.12m – 1.90m 

Post-med 

? 

N/A 

36.6 (mAOD) 36.6 to 34.43 2.17m grey masonry wall approx. 1.45m thick; 

grey & yellow clay approx. 0.1m; thick; 

no recovery 

0.00m – 1.45m 

1.45m - 1.55m 

1.55m - 2.17m 

Post-med 

? 

N/A 

35.4 (mAOD) 35.4 to 33.42 1.98m grey masonry wall approx. 1.7m thick; 

brown clay approx. 0.06m thick; 

no recovery 

00.0m – 1.70m 

1.70m – 1.76m 

1.76m – 1.98m 

Post-med 

? 

N/A 

34.2 (mAOD) 34.2 to 32.00 2.2m grey masonry wall approx. 2.4m thick, 

no recovery 

00.0m – 2.04m 

2.04m – 2.20m 

Post-medieval 

N/A 

inclined 33.13 to 30.63 2.5m grey masonry wall approx. 2.3m thick 

clay with gravel 0.05m thick; 

no recovery  

0.00m – 2.30m 

2.30m – 2.35m 

2.35m – 2.50m 

Post-medieval 

? 

N/A 

DS4 

 

     

39.0 (mAOD) 39.0 to 37.20 1.80m grey masonry wall approx. 0.5m thick; 

void 

brown clay 

0.00m – 0.50m 

0.50m – 0.83m 

0.83m – 1.80m 

Post-med 

N/A 

Post-med? 

37.8 (mAOD) 37.8 to 36.00 1.80m grey masonry wall approx. 1.06m thick; 

brown clay 0.11m thick; 

no recovery 

0.00m – 1.06m 

1.06m – 1.17m 

1.17m – 1.80m 

Post-med 

Post-med? 

N/A 

36.6 (mAOD) 36.6 to 34.80 1.80m grey masonry wall approx. 1.24m thick; 

no recovery 

00.0m – 1.24m 

1.24m – 1.80m 

Post-med 

N/A 

35.4 (mAOD) 35.4 to 33.20 2.20m grey masonry wall approx. 2.13m thick; 

no recovery 

0.00m – 2.13m 

2.13m – 2.20m 

Post-med 

N/A 

inclined 33.79 to 31.29 2.50m grey masonry wall approx. 0.5m thick; 

void 

grey masonry wall approx. 1.65m thick 

brown clay 

00.0m – 0.27m 

0.27m – 0.45m 

0.45m – 2.10m 

2.10m – 2.50m 

Post-medieval 

N/A 

Post-medieval 

? 
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Appendix II: Plates 

 
Plate 14. Borehole 101 (BH101) contexts 001 to 004.  

View to the south, scales in 0.5m divisions. 

 

 
Plate 15. Borehole 102 (BH102) contexts 005 to 007.  
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View to the south, scales in 0.5m divisions. 

 
Plate 16. Borehole 103 (BH103), contexts 008 to 010.  

View to the south, scales in 0.5m divisions. 

 

 
Plate 17. Borehole 104 (BH104), contexts 011 to 014.  

View to the south, scales in 0.5m divisions. 
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Plate 18. Borehole 105 (BH105), contexts 015 to 018.  

View to the south, scales in 0.5m divisions. 

 

 
Plate 19. Borehole 101a (BH101a), contexts 019 to 021.  

View to the south, scales in 0.5m divisions. 
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Plate 20. Hand Pit 01 (HP01), contexts 022 to 025.  

View to the west, scales in 0.5m divisions. 

 

 
 

Plate 21. Hand Pit 02 (HP02), context 026 to 028.  

View to the west, scales in 0.5m divisions. 
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Plate 22. Hand Pit 03 ( HP03), contexts 030 to 034. 

View to the east, scales in 0.5m divisions. 

 

 

 
 

Plate 23. Rotary Open Hole 101 (RO101). 

View to the west, scales in 0.5m divisions. 
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Plate 24. Rotary Open Hole 102 (RO102).  

View to the south, scales in 0.5m divisions. 

 

 
Plate 25. Rotary Open Hole 103 (RO103).  

View to the south, scales in 0.5m divisions. 
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 Plate 26. Foundation Pit 101 (FP101).  

View to the north, scales in 0.5m divisions. 

 

 
Plate 27. Foundation Pit 101 (FP101).  

View to the north-northwest, scale in 0.5m divisions. 
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Plate 28. Foundation Pit 101 (FP101).  

View to the east,  scale in 0.5m divisions. 

 

 
Plate 29. Foundation Pit 102 (FP102). 

View to the north, scale in 0.5m divisions. 
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Plate 30. Foundation Pit 102 (PF102).  

View to the west, scale in 0.5m divisions. 

 

 
Plate 31. Foundation Pit 102 (FP102).  

View to the north-northeast, scale in 0.5m divisions. 
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Plate 32. Foundation Pit 103 (FP103).  

View to north-northeast, scales in 0.5m divisions. 

 

 
Plate 33. Foundation Pit 103 (FP103).  

View to the west, scale in 0.5m divisions. 
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Plate 34. Foundation Pit 103 (FP103).  

View to the east, scale in 0.5m divisions. 

 

 
Plate 35.  Detail of rubble from Foundation Pit 101 FP101 from context 039.  

Scale in 0.5m divisions. 
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